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english - national museum of ... - australian national dictionary centre australian national university the
vocabulary of australian english comes from many sources. this document outlines some of the most important
sources of australian words, and some of the important historical events that have shaped the creation of australian
words. dictionary request form - anu - dictionary request form ... take this form to your lecturer to sign after
showing them the dictionary you will use in the exam. 3. you must take the signed form and your dictionary to the
examinations office the day before the exam. ... australian national university . customerrvice@oup
http://oup/ca/genref ... - australian national dictionary. a dictionary of australianisms ; english - australian. oxford
university press australia ; australian oxford dictionaries . 253 normanby road south melbourne vic 3205 australia
tel: +61 3 9934 9123 fax: +61 3 9934 9100 . e-mail: cs@oup. australian diabetic foot ulcer minimum dataset
dictionary ... - this document serves as the dictionary explaining the dataset and is entitled the australian diabetic
foot ulcer minimum dataset  dictionary (Ã¢Â€Â˜the dictionaryÃ¢Â€Â™). the purpose of this dictionary
is to provide services across australia with a comprehensive reference to guide the use of the australian dfu
minimum dataset . national health data dictionary - australian institute of ... - national standards for use in
australian health, community services, and housing and homelessness data collections respectively. the national
health data dictionary, the national community services data dictionary and the national housing and homelessness
data dictionary are the authoritative sources of information about endorsed national volume 2 1788-1850 i-z australian dictionary of biography - dictionary staff. the dictionary is an all-australian, commonwealth-wide
venture based on consultation and co-operation. the australian national university has borne the cost of the small
headquarters staff and much research, while other australian universities have supported the project in various
ways. each year its policies abbreviations and acronyms used in - medwords - involved in reading medical
notes and reports in interpreting the abbreviations and acronyms used by others. it is not designed to encourage
their use in any way. the use of abbreviations and acronyms in medical records and reports may lead to errors in
patient care as they may be misunderstood or misinterpreted.
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